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dith liked the series well enough to reprint the articles in two vol­
umes which were sold, given as premiums for new subscriptions, and 
distributed to business associates.
In 1925, Sherlock crystallized the rationale of the magazine, by 
then renamed              	    	  as it had been evolving 
under his editorship. “We started with a definite ideal in mind,” he 
told a group in Boston, “and, generally speaking, that was to do what 
we could to interest people in better homemaking.”12 He explained, 
“We had a definite field in mind and that was the homemakers living 
in houses in cities, towns and suburbs. In other words, we do not di­
rect our appeal to any particular minority group; we had in mind the 
progressive home-lover, whatever his station in life, who was sincerely 
fired with the desire to make his home, and the quality of living go­
ing into that home, ‘better.’ ”13              	    	  reported 
Sherlock, was for the family in its joint interests, not for the man or 
the woman alone. “We wanted a family-minded publication, and 
where the interests of the members of the family were no longer a 
family proposition, we were perfectly content for the respective mem­
bers of the family to go to publications catering to that specific per­
sonal interest.”14 Three appeals — fiction, fashion, and sex — were dis­
counted from the beginning.
Certain appeals were utilized by             	    	  in the 
1920s to give the magazine its family and home-centered slant, Sher­
lock explained. The first among them was the how-to-do-it appeal. 
‘W e actually show people how to succeed in their garden work . . . 
how to decorate the house . . . select a new furnace or kitchen cabinet 
. . . what kind of a house to build; how to build it; how to cook and 
preserve the bounty of garden and berry patch — in short, we touched 
them in their everyday problems at more points . . . than any other 
magazine ever had before.”15 The how-to-do-it material in       
      	    	  Sherlock maintained, was not only practical but 
it was also highly inspirational. “It gives you a more wholesome ap­
preciation of home and home life.”16
Sentiment, the editor said, was still another tool used by       
      	    	  for the benefit of readers. “We seek . . .  to strike 
the mystic chords of sentiment and awaken those who have become 
dulled to the value of home and its influence upon their lives; to
12 Chesla C. Sherlock,   	 	 	 	  (Des Moines, 
Iowa: Meredith Publishing Co., 1925), p. 2.
13
14  ., p. 4.
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